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1. THE ARNOL’D CONJECTURE 
THE Arnol’d conjecture [2] is a well-known problem in Hamiltonian dynamics, which has 
been studied in various forms. This paper deals with the following formulation of the 
conjecture: let (M, o) be a compact symplectic manifold, H : M x R --) R a smooth function 
which is l-periodic in time. Then the Hamiltonian flow associated with H has at least 
MC(M) l-periodic orbits, where MC(M) is the minimum number of critical points of 
a real-valued function on M. 
In this form, the first results were obtained by Conley and Zehnder [S] for the case of 
M a torus with the standard symplectic form. Several other authors have made contribu- 
tions, introducing new methods and considering different classes of manifolds [lo, 11, 12, 
13, 24). In the form stated above, the most general results are those of Floer, who shows 
[ll, 121 for all compact symplectic manifolds (M, o) with Q(M) = 0 that the Hamiltonian 
flow associated with H has at least 1 + C&(M) l-periodic orbits, where C&(M) is the 
mod 2 cup - length of M-the longest nontrivial product in &(M; Z,). The cuplength is 
a lower bound for MC(M), but in general the two are not equal, so these results do not 
provide a complete answer to the conjecture. 
In this paper, we show that this cuplength estimate can be improved for some manifolds. 
We consider compact symplectic manifolds which have Euclidean space as their universal 
cover. Examples include tori and surfaces with non-positive Euler characteristic. These 
manifolds form a large subclass of the class of aspherical manifolds (manifolds with 
ni(M) = 0 for i # l), though not all aspherical manifolds have a Euclidean cover 163. To 
study these manifolds, we make use of an invariant from rational homotopy theory, eO(M), 
which is often (but not universally) a better estimate of MC(M) than the mod 2 cuplength. 
Using this invariant, we first show 
THEOREM 1. Zf (M, o) is a compact symplectic manijkld with Euclidean cover, then every 
smooth l-periodic Hamiltonian system has at least co(M) + 1 contractible l-periodic orbits. 
Since MC(M) = dim(M) + 1 for aspherical manifolds [22], this result will provide an 
affirmative answer to the Arnol’d conjecture for a manifold M in our category if and only if 
co(M) = dim(M). This is false for an arbitrary manifold with Euclidean cover, but there is 
a special class of aspherical manifolds, nilmanifolds, for which this equality does hold [ 181. 
A nilmanifold is defined as a homogeneous pace of a nilpotent Lie group. Every nilmani- 
fold can be represented as a homogeneous pace of a simply connected Lie group, which is 
diffeomorphic to Euclidean space. Equivalently, a nilmanifold is an aspherical manifold 
whose fundamental group is a finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent group. The topology, 
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cohomology and symplectology of nilmanifolds are described in 92. For these manifolds, we 
produce an affirmative answer to the Arnol’d conjecture: 
THEOREM 2. If (N, w) is a compact symplectic nilmani$old of dimension 2n, then every 
smooth l-periodic Hamiltonian system has at least 2n + 1 = MC(N) l-periodic orbits. 
Nilmanifolds have C&(N) < dim(N), with the inequality strict in general, so our 
estimate is an improvement on the cuplength estimate of Floer. Moreover, our estimate 
gives a sharp lower bound for the number of l-periodic orbits of a l-periodic Hamiltonian 
system. If h: N --t R has exactly 2n + 1 = MC(N) critical points, there is a lower bound on 
the period of all nonconstant periodic orbits in the Hamiltonian flow induced by h. We can 
then define H: N x R + R by H(x, t) = h(x) and scale t appropriately so that all non- 
constant periodic orbits have period greater than 1. This system then has exactly 2n + 1 
(constant) l-periodic solutions. 
Basically, the proof follows the lines of the original Conley-Zehnder proof: first, 
a variational argument o reduce the problem to a search for critical points; then topolo- 
gical arguments to estimate the number of critical points. The difference comes in the 
second stage: the cup-length estimates in [S] have been replaced by Ljusternik-schnirel- 
mann category estimates and rational category estimates. The steps in the proof are: 
(1) Suppose the Euclidean space E is the universal cover of M. The symplectic structure 
on M lifts naturally to a symplectic form i3 on E. Then, in suitable coordinates on E, 
contractible periodic orbits on M correspond to periodic orbits of a Hamiltonian 
system z? = JVfi(x, t), where J is a skew-symmetric matrix and H”(x, t) is a l-periodic 
function invariant under the action of the covering group. 
(2) The Conley-Zehnder variational reduction then proceeds mutatis mutandis to show 
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between periodic orbits of the Hamil- 
tonian flow on E and critical points of a real-valued function g in a particular class of 
functions %H,,,(M) on X = M x R JJ+~ This reduction is carried out in $3. . 
(3) In 9, we introduce the Ljusternik-Schnirelmann category, and use it to obtain the 
first estimates on the critical point set of g E 9H,,,(M). For such a function, suppose 
S is the maximal compact invariant set of the gradient flow i = Vg(x). Then S has at 
least catx(S) rest points, where catx(S) is the Ljusternik-Schnirelmann category of 
S in X. This L.-S. category estimate depends on the function g as well as the manifold 
M. To replace it with an estimate which depends only on M, we turn to rational 
category. Section 5 is devoted to developing the needed rational category material. 
(4) In particular, rational category provides an invariant co(M) for the manifold. We 
introduce a corresponding invariant co(i) for the inclusion map i: S + X, with the 
general properties co(i) < cat(i), co(i) < eO(M). In 46, we show that, on our setting, 
co(i) = q,(M), so co(M) is less than the number of periodic orbits. This completes the 
proof of the first result. For the second, we use the result of [18] that, for nilmani- 
folds, 
co(N) + 1 = cat(N) = MC(N) = dim(N) + 1. 
2. NILMANIFOLDS 
The topology of nilmanifolds is thoroughly described in the elegant paper of Mal’cev 
[ 163. A nilmanifold N is a quotient space of a nilpotent Lie group G by a closed subgroup rc. 
Without loss, G may be taken to be simply connected and rc to be discrete. That is, the 
quotient map p : G -+ N is actually the universal covering map of N, with covering group 7~. 
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As a simply connected nilpotent Lie group is diffeomorphic to Euclidean space, this means 
that N is a manifold with Euclidean cover and a K(n, 1) with n a torsion-free finitely- 
generated nilpotent group. Conversely, every torsion-free finitely-generated nilpotent group 
x is the fundamental group of some nilmanifold N. 
Example 2.1. The Birkhoff embedding theorem implies that all simply connected nil- 
potent Lie groups can be embedded in groups of unipotent upper triangular matrices. 
A nilmanifold is then formed by quotienting a simply connected group of unipotent upper 
triangular matrices by a discrete subgroup. If the subgroup is uniform (i.e. if the rank of the 




The full group of unipotent upper triangular m x m matrices, U,(R), is a simply 
connected nilpotent group, diffeomorphic to Euclidean space of dimension 
m(m - 1)/2. The subgroup U,(Z) is a discrete uniform subgroup of U&R). The 
resulting homogeneous pace U,(R)/U,(Z) is a compact nilmanifold of dimension 
m(m - 1)/2. 
The abelian Lie group Iw”’ embeds in U, + 1 (IT!) as 
The torus Tm = W/P is then formed in the obvious way. 
In dimensions 1 and 2, the only simply connected nilpotent Lie groups are R and R2, 
so the only nilmanifolds are the circle and the torus. In dimension 3, the two simply 
connected nilpotent Lie groups are R3 and U,(R). Thus the only 3-dimensional 
nilmanifolds are the 3-torus and manifolds of the form U,(R)/n, where rcc U,(R) is 
a discrete uniform subgroup. Note that U,(Z) is not the only possible choice for K. 
There are infinitely many non-isomorphic choices for n, such as 
1 al n2lp 
up= 0 1 n, ) 
i 1 00 1 
where p is a fixed integer and (n,, n2, rz3) ranges over Z3. There are three iso- 
morphism classes of four-dimensional simply connected nilpotent Lie groups. Rep- 
resentations of the three are: 
The first, of course, produces the 4-torus; the second is Iw x U3(lw), and produces 
nilmanifolds of the form S’ x (U3(R)/7r). 
The topology of a nilmanifold N is strongly controlled by the group structure of the 
simply connected nilpotent Lie group G that covers it. This group structure is in turn 
uniquely determined by the Lie algebra structure of the corresponding Lie algebra g. That 
is, the exponential is a bijection, and the Campbell-Baker Hausdorff theorem reveals that 
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the group multiplication is described by a (explicitly computable) polynomial function in 
the Lie bracket. The role of the Lie algebra structure in determining the structure of the 
nilmanifold is most evident in the computation of cohomology. Specifically, Nomizu [17] 
showed that the rational cohomology is canonically isomorphic to the Lie algebra co- 
homology of g: H*(N; Q) z H*(g; Q). The details of this isomorphism will be of some 
importance to us. 
The de Rham complex on N = G/z can be naturally identified with the complex Q,(G) of 
forms on G which are invariant under n. This contains as a subalgebra the left-invariant 
forms on G, Q,(G). Nomizu showed that the inclusion R,(G)GQ,(G) induces an isomor- 
phism on cohomology H*&(G)) 3 H*@,(G)) z H&(N). But the algebra R,(G) can be 
canonically identified with A*g, the cochain complex of the Lie algebra g, and H*(& (G)) 
with H*(Ag), the Lie algebra cohomology of g. A*g is an exterior algebra on g: if 
(XI,. . .,X,)isabasisforgand(dx,, . . . , dx,} is the dual basis for Hom(g, R), then h*g is 
an exterior algebra generated by {dxl, . . . , dx,}, with coboundary operator 
6U{Xi,, . . ‘Yxi,+,} = &z,(- l)k+l+'O([Xik, Xi,], 
Thus, there is an exterior algebra on dim(N) generators (with coboundary operator 
determined by the Lie bracket on g) whose cohomology computes the de Rham cohomo- 
logy of N. Similarly, if Q is used as the ground field for A*g, we obtain an exterior algebra 
over Q whose cohomology computes H*(N, Q), the rational cohomology of N. 
Example 2.2. (1) The Lie algebra of U,((w) is u#), the algebra of strictly upper 
triangular 3 x 3 matrices, with bracket [A, B] = AB - BA. That is, it is generated by 
{XI, X2, X3>, with CXr, X21 = X3. Then 6(dx,) = dxldxZ, since 6(dx,) (X,, X,) = 
dxa(CX1, X2]) = dxs(X3) = 1 and 6(dx3) (Xl, X3) = dx3([X1, X3]) = 0 and 
Wx,) (X,, X,) = dxa(CXI, X,]) = 0. Similar computations show that 6(dx,) = 
6(dx,) = 0. The Leibniz rule then gives 
b(dxldxz) = 6(dxl dx3) = 6(dx2dx3) = 0 
so the cohomology algebra has the following generators 
4 0 1 2 3 
H%(W) 1 dx,, dxz dx,dx3, dx,dx, dx,dx,dx, 
(2) Since the torus is covered by the n-dimensional abelian Lie algebra a,, the Lie 
bracket (and hence the coboundary operator) is trivial. Thus H*(T"; CD) cz H*(a,) z A*a,. 
(3) The three 4-dimensional Lie algebras are the abelian algebra a4, u = uJ(rW) x (w and 
the algebra n represented by 
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Alternatively, it is the algebra generated by {Xi, X2, X3, X,} with [Xi, X,] = X2 and 
[X,, X,] = X3. The cohomology algebras of these three Lie algebras are: 
4 0 1 2 3 4 
H*(Q) 1 
Hq(u) 1 
dx,, dx,, dx,dx2,dx,dx3,dx,dx4, dx, dx2 dxj, dx, dxzdx.,, dx,dx,dx,dx4 
dx 3, dx, dx,dx,, dxzdx4, dx3dx4 dx,dx,dx,, dx,dx,dx, 
dx,, dx,. dxldx3, dxzdxa, dxldx2dx3. dxldx_ldxq, dx,dx2dx3dx4 
dxj dx, dx,, dx,dx, dx2 dx3 dx, 
H4(n) 1 dx,, dxza dx, dx,. dx3dx, dx,dx2dx,, dx,dx,dx, dx,dx,dx,dx, 
The significance of this construction will emerge in 45, but one consequence of it is that 
rational cuplength of a nilmanifold (i.e. the cuplength of fi*(N; Q)) can be computed by 
a finite algorithm. Since the multiplication in the cohomology algebra is simply that which 
it inherits from the wedge product on the exterior algebra, both the cohomology groups and 
the multiplication are easily determined from the Lie bracket information, and from there 
the cuplength can be calculated. The cuplengths for the Lie algebras are CL(a) = 4, 
C&(u) = 3 and C&(n) = 2. Then any nilmanifold covered by one of these Lie algebras has 
rational cuplength equal to the cuplength of the Lie algebra. 
By contrast, the mod 2 cuplength of N = G/n does depend on rc, not just on G or g. For 
example, the four-dimensional nilmanifold N,, = S’ x (3(R)/UP) has mod 2 cuplength 
CL,(N,) = 
3 if p is odd 
4 if p is even 
We will shortly see that all of the nilmanifolds NP are symplectic, so they provide examples 
of compact symplectic nilmanifolds for which the dimension estimate of Theorem 2 is an 
improvement on the mod 2 cuplength estimate. 
We turn now to the question of which nilmanifolds admit symplectic structures. It is of 
interest o note that the isomorphism between the rational cohomology of nilmanifolds and 
Lie algebra cohomology also gives information about this question as well. A manifold M is 
symplectic if it possesses a 2-form o EQ’(M) which is closed and non-degenerate. In 
particular, if M is compact, then these conditions imply that M is even dimensional (say 2n) 
and w” is a volume form (and so represents the fundamental class of M). This gives a natural 
cohomological necessary condition for a compact orientable 2n-dimensional manifold to be 
symplectic: there must be a class [o]eH2(M; R) with [o]” # 0. 
From this condition, we see that not all nilmanifolds admit symplectic structures. For 
example, no nilmanifold covered by U,(R) admits a symplectic structure, as there is no 
element in H2(uq(R)) whose cube is nonzero in H6(u4(R)). What is more remarkable is that 
this necessary condition is, for nilmanifolds, a sufficient condition. That is, a 2n-dimensional 
nilmanifold admits a symplectic structure if and only if it has a class [o] E H’(N; R) with 
[o]” # 0 [3]. The isomorphism with Lie algebra cohomology makes this clear: a 2-form 
u in the exterior algebra A*g has uY’ # 0 if and only if o is nondegenerate. For example, all 
four-dimensional nilmanifolds admit symplectic structures. 
3. THE VARIATIONAL REDUCTION 
In this section, we assume that (M, w) is a compact symplectic manifold with Euclidean 
universal cover E, and H : M x R + R is a smooth function which is l-periodic in time. The 
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goal of this section is to show that the variational reduction used in [S] for tori applies in 
this more general case. To state the results of this reduction, we make the following 
Definition 3.1. If M is a compact orientable manifold, let gH,,,(M) be the set of C2 
functions g : M x Rp+q -+ R such that 
(1) There exist disks D+ c Rp and D- c R4 centered on the origin such that 
B = M x D+ x D- contains all critical points of g. 
(2) Vg(x) points outward on B+ = MxaD’xD-andinwardonB_=MxD’xdD-. 
The goal of this section is then to prove the following 
THEOREM 3.2. If (M, o) is a compact symplectic manifold with Euclidean universal cover 
and H: M x R -+ R is a smooth function l-periodic in time, then there is an integer m and 
a function g E gH,,,(M) such that there is a one-to-one correspondence between contractible 
l-periodic orbits of the Hamiltonian system derived from H and critical points of g. 
Proof. The proof is virtually a line-by-line generalization of [S, $3); it is included here for 
completeness. 
Suppose p: E + M is the universal cover of M, with deck transformation 9. Then the 
form ii, = p*w is a symplectic form on E. We can choose [l] an inner product 
and a complex structure J (i.e. a linear transformation such that Jz = - I) on E so that 
&(x, y) = (Jx, y). Similarly, let I? = H 0 (p x id) : E x R -+ R be the lift of H. The map E? is 
still l-periodic in time (as well as invariant under the action of 9 on E), and the Hamiltonian 
system 1 = JVfi covers the original Hamiltonian system on M. In particular, periodic 
orbits of the system on E project under p to contractible periodic orbits on M, with every 
contractible periodic orbit on M covered by 9 periodic orbits on E. 
We next move to a function space setting. Let Z = L2((0, 1); E) and let d = {u E H’( [0, 
11; E) 1 u(O) = u(l)), where H’ is the Sobolev space of absolutely continuous functions 
whose first derivative is a function in L2. Now define operators F : 2’ -+ 2 and A : d -+ .X 
by F(u)(t) = Vfl(u(t), t) and Au = - Jti. There is then a one-to-one correspondence 
between periodic solutions of i = JVfi and solutions in & of Au = F(u). 
Further, if we define @ : 2 -+ R and f: d -+ R by a(u) = 1: fi(u(t), t)dt andf(u) = f(Au, 
u) - CD(u), then Vf(u) = Au - F(u), so our search for periodic solutions can now be viewed 
as a search for critical points of the functionalf: The next step is to reduce this to a search for 
critical points of a real-valued function on a finite-dimensional manifold. 
To do this, we make use of the properties of the operator A. A is self adjoint, with 
a closed range, a compact resolvant and a pure point spectrum o(A) = 27tZ. Each eigen- 
value has multiplicity 2n = dim(E) = dim(M), with eigenspace E(A) = ker(ll - A) spanned 
by the orthogonal basis of loops 
w&) = expWJh, 
where {el, . . . , e,,} is a basis of E. In particular, ker(A) consists precisely of the constant 
loops in E, so ker (E) = E0 z E. Now, let {En > denote the spectral resolution of A, and define 
orthogonal projection P E L(%‘) by 
s 
B 
P = dEl, 
-B 
where fl$27rZ is chosen p 2 2maxIl?(x, t)]. The differentiation is with respect o the space 
variable x, and a = max I#‘(x, t)( is finite, as fi factors through the compact manifold 
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M x S’. Let l” = I - P, and let 3’ = P(2), ?Y = P’(X). Then 2 = !Z’@$Y’, with Z finite 
dimensional. 
We can now rewrite the equation Au - F(U) = 0 as a system of equations 
APu - PF(u) = 0 
AP’u - P’F(u) = 0 
Setting z = Pu and y = P’u, we can solve for y in terms of z, and so reduce to a finite- 
dimensional problem. First, we can rewrite the second equation as Ay - P’F(z + y) = 0. 
Since ker(A) c Z’“, A0 = A ( C!Y is invertible, and we can rewrite the equation as 
y=A;‘P’F(z+y). 
This is a contraction mapping: IA;’ 1 I Be’, (P’I = 1 and F(u) - F(u) < alu - u(, so 
their composition is a contraction operator with contraction constant off. Thus there is for 
each z E 3 a unique solution y = v(z) E 9Y. 
Note that (A;’ y)(t) = & Jy(s)ds, so A; ‘(CY) c H’ and u(z) E&. Also, the map u : 2 + SY 
is Lipschitz, with lu(zl) - u(zZ)l I f { Jzl - z2) + Iu(zl) - u(zZ)l}. Now, with 
u(z) = z + u(z), the first equation becomes AZ - PF(u(z)) = 0, or AZ - F&(z)) = 0. Define 
g(z) =f(u(z)). Then Vg(z) = AZ - F@(z)), so our search has now reduced to a search for 
critical points of g : d + R. 
To reduce to a function g : M x (w”” + (w, recall that E g E0 = ker(A)c 3, and that fi is 
invariant under the covering group 9, sof(u(z)) (and hence g) is invariant under the action 
of $3 on E,,. Of course, quotienting E0 by the action of 9 recovers M, and so produces 
a function g: M x lRz” 4 R whose critical points are in one-to-one correspondence with the 
periodic orbits of H on M. 
It remains to show that g E 9H,,,(M). This can be best seen by considering the gradient 
flow i = Vg(z) on M x R2m. If we introduce coordinates z = (x, y), this differential equation 
can be written as 
i = - QoF(u(z)) 
3 = AY - Qf'W), 
where Q. is the orthogonal projection onto E0 and Q is the orthogonal projection onto 
0 0 < l2nnJ < /3 E 2nn. If y = (y,, y_)~lR+ x R- is the decomposition of y into the positive and 
negative eigenspaces of QAQ, we can write 
Ay= (Ad Rq) (;:)v 
where (A+y+,y+) 2 2nly+j2 and (A-y_, y_) _< -2~ly_)~. Since fi is uniformly 
bounded, there is a K > 0 such that IF(u(z))l < K for every z. Thus 
$;Iy+12 = (Y+,A+Y+ - Q+WJ(z))) = (y+,A+y+) - (Y+, Q+F(U(z))) 
and 
L 2x/y+ I2 - KIY+ I 
$;IY_[~ I -22nly_12 + Kly-1. 
~nParticular,ifwelet&=(2??- l)K,then$y+12>Ewhenly+/ >K,and-$Jy_12< -_E 
when ly, 1 2 K. 
TOP 32:4-c 
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Now, let D+ = {(y+ ) < K} and D- = (ly_ 1 < K}. It is clear from the estimates on the 
norms of y + and y _ that there are no critical points outside of B = M x D + x D- , and Vg is 
outward on M x aD+ x D- and inward on M x Df x aD_. 0 
4. LJUSTERNIK-SCHNIRELMANN CATEGORY ESTIMATES 
Having carried out the variational reduction, we can now forget about the original 
problem of finding periodic orbits, and consider the problem of estimating the number of 
critical points of a function g E %lf,,,(M). 
If we take the gradient flow 1 = Vg(x), the conditions on B+ and B- guarantee that B is 
an isolating neighborhood, in the sense of Conley [4]. That is, let x * R denote the solution of 
i = Vg(x) through x, and let S = {x E B( x - R c B). Then S is a compact set in int(B). Denote 
the set of critical points of g by C,, and the cardinality of C, by cg. Clearly, C, c S, and since 
the flow is a gradient flow, the components of C, form a Morse decomposition for S: every 
point in S has a(x), o(x)c C,, with g@(x)) > g(a(x)). 
To estimate cg, we now turn to the Ljusternik-Schnirelmann category (L.-S. category, or 
just category). This survey of L.-S. category follows the development and notation of James’ 
survey article [lS]. A subset U of a topological space X is categorical in X (or just 
categorical) if U is contractible in X. The category of X, denoted cat(X), is the least number 
of categorical open sets needed to cover X. Some of the standard properties of the category 
are: 
(1) The category is a homotopy-type invariant: if X N Y, then cat(X) = cat(Y). 
(2) The category is subadditive: cat@ u B) I cat(A) + cat(B). 
(3) The category is estimated by the cup-length: cat(X) > CL(X), where the cuplength 
CL(X) is the length of the longest nontrivial product in the reduced homology 
H”*(X). If [F is a field of characteristic k, we can define the mod k cuplength 
(pronounced “rational cuplength” when k = 0) as the length of the longest nontrivial 
product in fi*(X; F), and obtain the estimate cut(X) > CL,(X). 
(4) If X is (n - l)-connected, then cat(X) < dim(X)/n + 1. In particular, cat(X) = 1 if 
and only if X is contractible. 
(5) If M is a compact aspherical manifold, then cat(M) = dim(M) + 1, except in a few 
exceptional low-dimensional cases [7]. None of these exceptional cases admit 
a symplectic structure, and so do not occur in our application. 
(6) The category provides a lower bound for the number of critical points on compact 
manifolds: If M is a compact manifold, then cat(M) I MC(M). 
For example, the n-torus T” has CL(T”) = n, and T” is only O-connected, so 
n = CL(M) -=z cat(T”) < dim(M) + 1 = n + 1, and cat(T”) = n + 1. Of course, we could 
also obtain cat (T”) = n + 1 from the fact that the n-torus is a compact aspherical manifold. 
Similarly, complex projective space @P” has CL(@P”) = n, so n + 1 I cat(W”). But @P” is 
a l-connected manifold of dimension 2n, so cat(Q=P”) I II + 1, hence car(@P”) = n + 1. 
There is also a definition of category for a map. Suppose f: X --t Y is a continuous map. 
An open set U c X is categorical for f if f 1 U : U + Y is nullhomotopic. The category off, 
denoted cat(f), is the least number of categorical open sets needed to cover X. The 
properties of cat(f) are very similar to those of cat(X): 
(1) The category is a homotopy invariant: iffz g, then cat(f) = cat(g). 
(2) The category is subadditive: if X = A u B, then cat(f) I cat(fl A) + cat(fl B). 
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(3) The cuplength of a map, CL(f), is the longest nontrivial product in 8*(Y) on which 
* is nontrivial. That is, CL(f) 2 n if there exist zi, . , , , z, E fi*( Y) with 
;*(z, v . . . uz,) =f*(Zl) u . . . uf*(z,) # 0 in H*(X). With this definition, 
cat(j) > CL(f). Similarly, if IF is a field of characteristic k, we can define CLt( f) by 
using cohomology with coefficients in IF, and obtain the estimate CL,(f) < cat(j). 
(4) f is null-homotopic if and only if cat(f) = 1. 
(5) cat(j) I cat(X) and cut(f) I cut(Y). 
Of particular interest is the category of an inclusion map. If A c X and i: A + X is the 
inclusion map, then cut(i) is sometimes denoted cut&t), the category of A in X. That is, it is 
the least number of sets, each categorical in X, needed to cover A. Of course, if A = X, 
cut(id) = cutx(X) = cut(X). In this case, subadditivity can be expressed as 
cut,JA u B) 5 cat,(A) + cut#), while the inequalities cut(f) I cut(X) and 
cut(S) I cut(Y) become cutx(A) I cut(A) and cut,(A) I cut(X). For inclusions, the cat- 
egory has two additional properties: 
(6) Monotonicity: If AcBcX, then cut,(A) I cut&Q 
(7) Continuity: Given AcX, there is an open neighborhood U of A in X with 
cutx(A) = cut&J). 
To estimate c,, the cardinality of the critical point set C,, we will use the category of the 
inclusion map i : S --* M x Rp + q. 
THEOREM 4.1. If A4 is a compact orientable manifold and g E’~H,,,(M), then cg 2 cut,JS), 
where X = M x Rp+q. 
Proof If cg is infinite, the statement is trivial. Assume c, is finite: C = {xi, . . . , xc). 
Then each critical point Xi is a Morse set for the Morse decomposition of S. For each xi, 
choose a Euclidean ball Uj, sufficiently small that no two intersect. Inside each Ui, choose 
an isolating neighborhood Wi for xi with the following properties: 
(1) Wi has a “no return policy”: if XE u/i, t > 0 such that X* t E Wi, then x * [0, t] c Wi. 
That is, if the orbit of x ever leaves Wi, it never returns to it. 
(2) The boundary of Wi is the union of two sets WT and W,: , with Wi+ the “immediate 
exit set” and W,: is the “immediate ntrance set.” That is, if XE Wi’ and t > 0, then 
x.t#Wi;ifxEWc andt<O,thenx*t$Wi. 
Such isolating neighborhoods always exist 1191. Now choose T sufficiently large that 
S’s U Wi*[- T, T]. 
Then cutx(S) s cutx( u Wi. [ - T, T J) I C cutx( Wi * [ - T, T]). It remains only to show 
that each cat,( Wi * [ - T, T]) = 1. That is, we must show that each Wi. [ - T, T] is 
contractible in X. This is done in two stages. 
First, use the flow to retract Wi* [- T, T] to Wt. To do this, note that the “no return 
policy” of Wi implies that Wi * [0, T] n Wi * [ - T, 0) = Wi. SO it suffices to define retrac- 
tions of Wi * [O, T] and Wi * [ - T, 0] separately onto Wi. For every x E Wi * [0, T], the set of 
times I, = {t E [ - T, 0] ( x * t E Wi> is a closed interval. Let r(x) denote the upper endpoint 
of the interval, and define r : Wi * [O, T] + Wi by r+(x) = X-T(X). If XE Wi, T(X) = 0 and 
r+(x) = x, while if x4 Wi, I+(X)E Wz . Since WT is a section of the flow, r+ is continuous. 
A function r- on Wi. [ - T, 0) is similarly defined. Gluing r+ and r- together on Wi 
produces a retraction onto Wi. 
Finally, since Wi is contained in the Euclidean ball Ui, Wi is contractible to Xi 
through Ui. 0 
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Note that the quantity catJS) depends on the function g. We want to estimate it from 
below by an invariant which depends on the manifold M only. To do this, we introduce 
rational category; in particular, the Toomer invariant e,,(M). 
5. RATIONAL LJUSTERNIK-SCHNIRELMANN CATEGORY 
The advent of the minimal model approach to rational homotopy theory in the 1970s 
opened the way for algebraic interpretations of Ljusternik-Schnirelmann category as well 
as concomitant reinterpretations of various invariants which approximate it. In this section 
we shall recall this approach to the Ljusternik-Schnirelmann category of spaces and maps 
and focus on one of the approximating invariants particularly relevant for our situation, 
Toomer’s invariant eo. While this invariant is well known for spaces, we shall require an 
extension to maps which we introduce and develop. The basic references for this section are 
[S, 9, 14, 15, 21, 231. 
To each path-connected space S, Dennis Sullivan associated a differential graded 
algebra (c.d.g.a.) of rational polynomial forms A(S) akin to de Rham forms on a manifold. In 
particular, there is an integration map j :.4(S) + C*(S) which induces a natural algebra 
isomorphism H*@(S)) g H*(S; Q). Sullivan believed that the c.d.g.a. A(S) contained not 
just cohomological information about S, but all homotopy information modulo torsion 
phenomena. To cull this information from the complexity of A(S), Sullivan introduced the 
idea of a minimal model. 
A c.d.g.a. (A, d) is made up of the following ingredients: 
(1) A = @A’, where each A’ is a rational vector space. 
(2) An associative multiplication A’ 0 Ai -+ A’+j satisfying graded commutativity 
a * b = ( - l)lal16’ b -a, where 1x1 denotes the degree of x. 
(3) A differential d: A’ + A” ’ with d2 = 0 and satisfying the graded Leibniz rule, 
d(xy) = dx-y + ( - 1)‘“‘xsdy. 
The cohomology of A with respect o d is denoted H* (A, d) and we say (A, d) is c-connected 
if H”(A, d) = Q. Note that this is the case for a path-connected space S and its associated 
c.d.g.a. A(S). 
A c.d.g.a. (AX, d) is minimal if the generating set X is totally ordered and 
(1) The algebra AX is freely generated by the graded vector space X = @i> 0 Xi; that is, 
AX = Symmetric algebra (X’“‘“) @ Exterior algebra (XBd“). 
(2) The differential d is decomposable; that is, for any generator xi, dxi is a polynomial 
in generators xj, j < i, with no linear part. 
We also write d: X + A r ’ X to denote decomposability of the differential. Note that this 
description implies that (AX, d) may be constructed inductively by stages. 
A minimal model for a c.d.g.a. (A, d) consists of a minimal c.d.g.a. (AX, d) and a c.d.g.a.- 
map (AX, d) -+ (A, d) which induces isomorphisms on cohomology. (Such a map of c.d.g.a.‘s 
is called a quasi-isomorphism.) Any c-connected c.d.g.a. has a minimal model which is unique 
up to isomorphism. A minimal model for a space S is a minimal model for (,4(S), d). Any 
path-connected space has a minimal model. Furthermore, any map of spaces f: g-, S 
induces a c.d.g.a. map A(f): A(S) + A($ which, in turn, has a minimal model F: (AX, 
d) + (A$, d” 
For nilpotent spaces there is a precise relationship between homotopical Q-localization 
and minimal models. A nilpotent space S is one for which the fundamental group is nilpotent 
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and for which the standard action of the fundamental group on the higher homotopy 
groups is a nilpotent action. Any simply connected space is nilpotent since the fundamental 
group is trivial. Furthermore, any nilmanifold is a nilpotent space since its fundamental 
group is nilpotent and its higher homotopy groups vanish. The fundamental result of 
rational homotopy theory is then that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
homotopy types of Q-localizations of nilpotent spaces and isomorphism classes of minimal 
c.d.g.a.‘s. In particular, any minimal c.d.g.a. has a spatial representative. 
Sullivan’s proof of this result shows that the stage-by-stage construction of the minimal 
model of A(S) precisely mirrors the stage-by-stage construction of the Postnikov tower of 
the Q-localization of S. In particular, if the minimal model of S is (AX, d), then 
Xi 2 Hom(Zi(S), Q). Moreover, the effect of the differential on a generator is prescribed by 
the k-invariant of the appropriate stage; d(Xi) = a cocycle representing the cohomology 
class corresponding to the k-invariant. 
Example 5.1. Consider an even sphere S *” To create the minimal model, we need . 
a cocycle in degree 2n which maps to the cocycle in A(S*“) representing the fundamental 
class of S*“. Call this generator x and take the c.d.g.a. freely generated by it, (I\@& d = 0). 
Now (A(xZn), d = 0) itself maps to A(S*“) because x freely generates it. We do not yet have 
a model for S*” since all higher powers of x represent nontrivial cohomology classes in A(x). 
Thus these must be killed by the addition of a generator y in degree 4n - 1 with dy = x2. It 
is easy to see that defining d on y in this way kills all extra cohomology. Moreover, we can 
map y to A(S2n) by taking it to zero, The minimal model of S*” is then 
(A(x, y), dx = 0, dy = x2). 
Note that the definition of d on y is precisely the definition of the corresponding k-invariant 
and that the existence of generators only in degrees 2n and 4n - 1 reflects Serre’s theorem 
that even spheres have finite homotopy groups except in those degrees. 
Example 5.2. We will be particularly interested in constructing minimal models for 
nilmanifolds. In fact, we have already done so. If N = G/n is covered by the Lie algebra g, 
then the rational cochain complex A*g described in $2 is an exterior algebra on generators 
X = {dx,, . . . , dx,} in odd dimensions (dimension 1, in fact), with 6(dx,) E A Z ‘X for all i, 
and H*(Ag) E H*(N; Q). These are exactly the conditions required of a minimal model for 
N. Alternatively, the minimal model (and hence eo) of a nilmanifold can be computed from 
the fact that the Postnikov tower for a nilmanifold is a tower of dim(N) principal S’-bundles 
WI. 
In order to study Ljusternik-Schnirelmann category from the point of view of rational 
homotopy theory, it is convenient o use another, more homotopical, approach to category. 
Let S” denote the product S x S x . . . x S (n times) and 
T”S = ((sl, s2, . . . , s,)l at least one Si is a specified basepoint*). 
denote thefat wedge. Include S into S” via the diagonal map A(s) = (s, s, . . . , s) and denote 
the inclusion T” S 4 S” by j. Then cat(S) I n if and only if A may be deformed into T” S. That 
is, there is a map A’: S -+ T”S and a homotopy commutative diagram, 
T”S 
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Similarly, if f: s”+ S is a map of spaces, then cat(f) I n if and only if there is a map 






Now, in order to translate these diagrams into rational homotopy theory, we need 
minimal models for S, g, S” and T” S. If we denote the model of S by (AX, d), then the model 
for S” is simply AX@” with d on each factor and extended by the Leibniz rule. Moreover, the 
model of the diagonal map is simply multiplication, denoted by p : AX @” + AX. In [9] it is 
shown that a minimal model for the fat wedge T” S is given by a minimal model 4 : A Y + R 
of the quotient c.d.g.a. 
where A+X consists of all elements of positive degree. If K:AX@‘” + R denotes the 
projection, then since 4 is a quasi-isomorphism, there is a lift 5 : AX@‘” --, AY with 45 N Z. 
The c.d.g.a. map 5 is, in fact, a minimal model for the inclusion j of the fat wedge into the 
product. A direct translation from spaces to minimal c.d.g.a.5 provides (with the notation 
above and where we denote the model of s by Ax” and the model off by F : AX + Af). 
Definition 5.3 ([8, 93). The rational category of a space S, denoted cat,(S), is the least 
integer n so that there exists a c.d.g.a. map p : A Y -+ AX with p{ = p. 
The rational category of a mapf: g -+ S, denoted cat,(f), is the least integer n so that 
there exists a c.d.g.a. map p : A Y -+ Ax” with pt N Fp. 
Remark 5.4. Since a spatial diagram induces a diagram of minimal models, clearly 
cat,(f) I cat(f). 
It is the presence of algebraic structure which allows a more accessible criterion for the 
determination of rational category. Let A Z “X denote the differential ideal of AX consisting 
of sums of monomials xi,. . . . xi, having k 2 n and let p : AX/A t “X be the projection. Take 
a minimal model 8 : AZ + AX/A > “X and note that, since 8 is a quasi-isomorphism, there is 
a lift fi: AX + AZ with @ N p. (Here, and in the definition above, we use ‘ N ’ to denote 
c.d.g.a. homotopy. Various constructions in rational homotopy theory allow for the 
replacement of z by = , but since they are quite technical and since we shall require only 
the bare bones of the theory, we choose to give the results on rational category in their 
original and most accessible form. See [9], Definition 4.3 and Theorem 4.7.) Multiplication 
induces an obvious map ,!i: Q + AX/A ‘“X which in turn has a lift to minimal models 
fi: A Y + AZ with 6fi N fib. The following fundamental diagram commutes up to c.d.g.a. 
homotopy. 
AZ CAY 
Now, according to [9, Theorem 4.71, and 18, p. 1261 for the natural extension to maps, 
THEOREM 5.5. cat,(S) 5 n if and only if there exists a c.d.g.a. map r: AZ + AX with 
rjj z id,x * cat,(f) 2 n sf and only $ there exists a r.d.g.a. map r : AZ + Ax” with rp N F. 
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The theorem allows us to define approximating invariants for cat0 (f). In particular, one 
such is Toomer’s e. invariant. The e. invariant is well known for spaces [23] (and minimal 
models, see [S] and [9]); we introduce it here for maps. 
Definition 5.6. Define co(S) to be the largest integer k so that there exists a cocycle 
C(EA z ‘X with [a] # 0 in H*(AX) 2 H*(S, Q). 
Define co(f) ( = co(F)) to be the largest integer k so that there exists a cocycle a EA z kX 
with F*[a] # 0. 
Note that if F :A% --) AX is the identity, then we obtain the above definition of 
co(S) = eo(AX). One of the properties of co(S) that we will make use of is 
PROPOSITION 5.7. [9, Lemma 10. l] If S is a compact connected orientable n-manifold with 
fundamental class v, then co(S) = max(k 1 v can be represented by a cocycle in A z “Xl. 
Proof. Suppose co(S) is “represented’ by o E H”(S; Q) for some p -C n. That is, suppose 
[a] is a nonzero cohomology class with cr~A - ‘@‘X There is a cohomology class . 
/~EH”-~(S; Q) with aug = v, and PEA’~X for some k 2 1, so VEA”~~@)+~X, which 
contradicts the maximality of co(S). 0 
COROLLARY 5.8 ([18]). Zf N is a compact nilmaniJold, then co(N) = dim(N). 
Proof The minimal model for N is an exterior algebra generated by dim(N) l-forms, 
with the fundamental class given as the product of all of the generators. q 
The basic properties of eo( f) are contained in the following result which is essential to 
our proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Let f: $-+ S be a map of path-connected spaces with minimal model 
F : AX + Ax”. Then 
(1) Iff* = 0, then co(f) = 0. 
(2) e0tf) 2 CL,(f). 
(3) e0tf) I e0@), e06). 
(4) e0Cf) -= cat0(f ). 
(5) If f * is injective, then eo( f) = co(S). 
Proof Parts 1, 2 and 3 are obvious, so we prove only 4 and 5. For 4, suppose 
cato(F) = n and let aeA z “X be a cocycle. We have a diagram, 
AZ 
Now, p(a) = 0, so e*p* [a] = ~*[a] = 0. But 8 is a quasi-isomorphism, so @*[a] = 0. 
Finally, F*[a] = rp* [a] = 0. Therefore, no cocycle in A z “X has nontrivial image in 
cohomology. Hence, eo( f) < n = cat,( f ). 
For 5 let tl E A z ‘o@)X be a cohomologically nontrivial cocycle. Because F is a c.d.g.a. 
map it cannot decrease length, so F(a) E A - ’ @)k. Further, since f * = F * is injective, F(a) is 
also cohomologically nontrivial. Hence, eo( f) 2 co(S). Together with part 3, this implies the 
result. 0 
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COROLLARY 5.10. Let f : 2 -+ M be a map from a path-connected space 9 to a compact 
connected orientable n-manifold M withfundamental class v. Then thefollowing are equivalent: 
(1) f* is injectiue. 
(2) f*(v) # 0 in H”(ti; Q). 
(3) e&f) = co(M). 
Proof. (i) + (iii) has just been established. 
The same observation used in Proposition 5.7 is used here to prove (ii) a(i). Namely, 
suppose f*(v) # 0 and take QE H*(M) with f*(x) = 0. By Poincare duality there exists 
~EH*(M) with s1u /3 = v. Hence we have the contradiction 0 =f*(a) uf*(/I) = 
f*(a u B) =f*(v) # 0. 
Finally, to prove (iii) * (ii), note that co(f) = co(M) only if there is a class o E A E e”(M)X 
with f*[o] # 0 in H*($; Q). But the argument in Proposition 5.7 shows that the only 
elements in H*(S; Q) which are represented by elements of A t ea(“)X are scalar multiples of 
v, so this impliesf*(v) # 0 in Hn(g Q). 0 
6. RATIONALCATEGORYESTIMATES 
We are now ready to complete the proofs of theorems 1 and 2. As Corollary 5.8 shows 
that co(N) = dim(N) for nilmanifolds, we only need to prove Theorem 1. And to do so, we 
need only show that co(M) < cat,(S) when S is the maximal compact invariant set of the 
flow induced by some g E FIH,,,(M). 
To do this, choose an open neighborhood U of S such that cat*(S) = cat,(U). If the 
inclusion map i : U -+ X = M x [wp+q induces an injection on cohomology, then the funda- 
mental class v of M maps into H”(Uo; Q) for some path component U. of U. Then the 
cohomology map iz of io: U. -+ X is injective and 
co(M) = eo(io) < cat(io) I cat(i) = cat&J) = cat*(S) I cg. 
To show i* is injective and complete the proof requires the hyperbolicity assumption on 
g E %H,,,(M). Namely, we have: 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose M is a compact orientable mangold and g E QH,,(M). If V c X is 
an open neighborhood of S, then H*(M; Q) -+ H*(U; C?) is injectiue. 
Proof: All homology and cohomology groups will be taken with rational coefficients. 
It suffices to prove the theorem for U E B, and to prove that the inclusion induced map 
H*(B) -+ H*(U) is injective. Recall that, for any A G X, R*(A) is defined by 
B*(A) E lim,(H*(U)} as I/ ranges over open neighborhoods of A in X. If V is a neighbor- 
hood of A, then there are natural inclusion-induced maps H*(V) + l?*(A) + H*(A). Since 
B is a neighborhood deformation retract in X, R*(B) -+ H*(B) is an isomorphism. Then if 
S c IJ c_ B, the inclusion-induced map g*(B) + g*(S) factors as 
Z?*(B) --* H*(B) + H*(U) + G*(S) 
so it is equivalent to show that g*(B) -+ g*(S) is injective. 
By duality, there is a commutative diagram 
I?*(B) + A*(S) 
a 1 1 1 
H,(X, X\B) + H,(X, X\S) 
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Composing this with the diagram 
H* (X5 X\B) 
2 1 \ 
H*(X, X\int B) -+ H*(X, X\S) 
2 f ext. Z 1 0x. 
H* (& a@ - H* (4 B\S) 
we see that A*(B) -+ B*(S) is injective if and only if H,(B, dB) + H,(B, B\S) is. 
To see that H,(B, 8B) -+ H,(B, B\S) is injective, we need one more commutative 
diagram. Let A’ = {xEB(x*IW-CB) and let A- = {x~Blx*Et+cB) (i.e. the local un- 
stable and stable sets). The hypotheses on Vg imply that B+ n A- = B- n A+ = 8. Now let 
i+ :(B, B+) + (B, B\A-) and i_ : (B, B-) -+ (B, B\A+) be the natural inclusions. Wazewski’s 
principle [S] implies that B+ is a strong deformation retraction of B\A- and B- is a strong 
deformation retraction of B\ A+. Thus we have isomorphisms it! : H*(B, B\A+) + 
H*(B, B-) and iz : H,(B, B+) -+ H,(B, B\A-). But since B = M x Dp x Dq, we also have 
isomorphisms 
Hq(B, B-) 2 Hg-“‘(M)@H”‘(D+ x D-, D+ x do-) 
H,(B, B+) r H,_,(M)@H,(D+ x D-, dD+ x D-) 
H,(B, 8s) G H,_2m(M)@HZm(D+ x D-, d(D+ x D-)) 
and the cap product 
is given by 
H4(B, B-)@H,(B, dB) >H,(B, B+) 
H4-m(M)@Hp_-2m(M)@Hm(D+ xD-, D+ xdD-)@H,,(D+ xD-,d(D+ xD-)) 
-==!+ H,_,_,(M)@H,(D+ x D-, aD+ x D-). 
The cap product 
Hm(D+ x D-, D+ x dD-)@H,,(D+ x D-, d(D+ x D-)) % H,(D+ x D-, dD+ x D-) 
is an isomorphism, and if q = m, Ho(M) @ H,(M) i; H,(M) is likewise an isomorphism. 
Therefore, if c_ EH”(D+ x D-, D+ xaD-) is the generator, take the element 
b- E H”(B, B-) corresponding to 10 c- . Let a_ E H”(B, B\A-) be the element correspond- 
ing to b- under the isomorphism i*_. There is then a commutative diagram [20, 5.6161 
H,(B, aB) -+ H,(B, B\S) 
nh- 1 2 1 *a. 
Hp_,(B,B+) 5 H,_,(B, B\A-‘) 
That is, the composition 
H,(B,dB) -+ H,(B, B\S) =+Hp_,,,(B, B\A-) 
is an isomorphism, so H,(B, aB) -+ H,(B, B\S) is injective. c7 
Remark 6.2. In our development of proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, we have arrived at 
a critical point result which might be of independent interest. Namely, suppose g : M + R is 
a smooth function on a (not necessarily compact) manifold, and S is an isolated invariant set 
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for some flow on M with a Morse decomposition {M,) such that 
u M, = {x E S ( Vg(x) = 01. The most obvious example, of course, is that S is an isolated 
invariant set in the gradient flow of g, or, more generally, g is a Lyapunov function for the 
flow. Then, if the inclusion map i: S + M induces an injection on rational Alexan- 
der-Spanier cohomology, then there are at least co(M) critical points of g in S. 
Remark 6.3. As all manifolds with Euclidean cover have MC(M) = dim(M), it would be 
very satisfying to be able to report that all compact connected symplectic manifolds with 
Euclidean cover have q,(M) = dim(M). Unfortunately, this is not true. Let M’ be the 
3-manifold formed from R3 by (x, y, z) N (x + m, ( - 1)‘“~ + n, ( - 1)“~ + p) for (m, n, p) E Z3, 
and let M = M’ x S’. M’ is an orientable manifold with a non-orientable fibration 
Tz + M’ + S’. The generator of x1 (S’) acts on H’(T’; Q) by - id, so the rational 
cohomology of M’ is 
4 0 1 2 3 
H4(M’; as) 1 x Y XY 
A minimal model for this is AX, where X = {x, y, z> with dim(x) = 1, dim(y) = 2, 
dim(z) = 3 and 6(x) = 6(y) = 0, 6(z) = y’. If w is a l-form on S’ which generates the 
minimal model for S’, then (w, x, y, z) (with 6(z) = y2) generates a minimal model for M, 
and y + wx is a symplectic form on M. Then the fundamental class of M is represented by 
wxy, and go(M) = 3, while dim(M) = 4. 
The question of exactly which compact connected symplectic manifolds with Euclidean 
cover (OK, mare generally, which compact aspherical manifolds) have co(M) = dim(M) is, to 
the best of our knowledge, still open. 
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